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Welcome to the Bug Hotel, a homemade habitat where creepy crawlies of all shapes and sizes can find a place to
stay!Discover how a bug hotel can create a sustainable, safe environment for insects and mini-beasts by exploring each
section, lifting the flaps and finding out facts about your favourite garden insects.
In a unique new collaboration, Collins have paired up with the respected British Trust for Ornithology, bringing together
the most authoritative and up-to-date information in this new field guide to the common birds of Britain and Ireland.
The most comprehensive single-volume photographic guide to Europe's birds ever produced--from the authors of the
acclaimed Britain's Birds Covering more than 900 species, and illustrated with over 3,800 photographs, this is the most
comprehensive, authoritative and ambitious single-volume photographic guide to Europe's birds ever produced. Detailed
descriptions provide the information necessary to identify the birds of Europe in all their plumages--male, female,
breeding, non-breeding, adult and immatures, as well as distinctive subspecies--yet the book is easy-to-use, practical
and accessible. Birdwatchers of any ability will benefit from the clear text, details on range, status and habitat, and an
unrivalled selection of photographs. Chosen to be as naturalistic and informative as possible, the images are also
stunning to look at, making this a beautiful book to enjoy, as well as an up-to-date and essential source of identification
knowledge. Europe's Birds is produced by the same team that created Britain's Birds, which has been described as
"without doubt the best photo guide on the market" (Andy Stoddart, Rare Bird Alert). The authors include top-class
wildlife photographers, writers and editors, and an imaginative, highly skilled designer. All are experienced birdwatchers
themselves, who know what is needed and what is useful in an identification guide for birdwatchers living or travelling in
Europe. Covers all 914 species ever recorded in Europe, including established introductions Describes all distinctive
plumages and subspecies Provides details of vocalizations, flight action and favoured habitats Features more than 3,800
photographs, including comparison pages of birds in flight Includes 540 maps, prepared in association with BirdLife
International Enables direct comparison of similar species
Get ready for the journey of a lifetime…up in the sky! Bird’s Eye View: The Natural World takes you on an amazing, factfilled aerial journey around the world with stunning views of its landscapes, and the animals and plants that live in them.
Three of the twelve soaring panoramas fold out on each side to create fabulous double-wide vistas. Discover the
incredible natural world as you float over: The Florida Everglades Tropical South America Coral islands in the Pacific
Ocean Uluru rock in Australia China’s magical Guilin Hills The Central Asian steppe The Himalayas The African
Serengeti A Welsh river Northern Scandinavia Sea cliffs of the Irish coast French countryside Each gorgeous spread
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introduces a new region from above, with text describing its key geological features and inhabitants. Along the bottom of
the page, illustrations identify a selection of the location’s animals and plants, and a globe pinpoints where it is on the
map. Included in the scenes is evidence of the damage that humans can do, like oil pollution in the Arctic ocean and
deforestation in the Amazon. Join the great white egret as you fly over the Everglades and the whooper swans as you
soar over the Arctic. Spot the gray reef sharks swimming the lagoon of a coral atoll, the red kangaroos bounding across
the Australian desert, the herds of wildebeest migrating across the Serengeti, and the snow leopard prowling the foothills
of the Himalayas. Look at the world differently, with a bird's eye view.
Match a rabbit to its warren, a fox to her den and a hamster to his hutch in this colourful matching game. Including 25
animals and 25 different homes, your task it to help each animal find its nest, den, shell or burrow as quickly as you can!
Doodle every day with Chris Riddell! There's a doodle to be done every day of the year in this brilliant book from
Children's Laureate Chris Riddell - packed full of inspiration for everyone from colouring-mad kids to paint-curious
parents. The book features 366 illustration prompts, tips and artwork which will have you doodling every day for a year.
There are patterns to finish, seasons to celebrate, room to draw your lunch, mood, pets, family and friends, big drawings
and tiny pictures and invitations to draw what you are listening to and that is only a suggestion of the delights that await in
this fabulous book. What are you waiting for? Pick up a pencil and get started!
Polly's father has gone to Alaska. Every night she looks out of the window and follows the Great Bear to the North Star,
so she can say goodnight to him. Then she reads to Sirius, her wolfdog, about the animals and places her father is trying
to protect. And when she goes to sleep her dreams take Polly to the Arctic. But on the night her father is due to return,
there is a storm and he fails to arrive. When Polly closes her eyes she is in the midst of a blizzard in the Arctic with Sirius.
The polar bears and wolves help her find her father, unconscious but still alive. And when Polly wakes up at home, her
father is holding her in his arms. Polly Horner is both artist and storyteller. Her illustrations are dreamlike and evocative,
with wonderful Arctic scenes. The bond between father and daughter gives a powerful charge to an unusually strong
story.
This beautifully illustrated bingo game features 64 species of birds from around the world. Spot all kinds of birds—from the robin to
the puffin and the kookaburra to the splendid fairywren—mark them off on your card and bingo! Contains 64 superbly illustrated bird
tokens, one board, 12 bingo cards, and brightly colored counters for you to mark up your card, as well as a leaflet containing basic
information and a few quirky traits for all of the birds featured.
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
All around us, nature is turning, growing and working. Every day, hour by hour, magical transformations happen right in front of
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you. But it's not always easy to see them. Discover 50 nature stories, paused just long enough for you to watch them unfold. Then
go outside and explore and see what you find when you take the time to slow down.
'Rousing, polemical and heartfelt' - Gardens Illustrated 'An invitation to take action' - The Observer One thing has become clear
this year - we need nature more than ever. And it needs us too. From our balconies and gardens to our woodlands, national parks
and beyond, Back to Nature captures the essence of how we feel about the wildlife outside our windows. Through personal
stories, conservation breakthroughs and scientific discoveries, it explores the wonder and the solace of nature, and the ways in
which we can connect with it - and protect it.
Sharon Beals' gorgeous photographs of nests offer a new window onto the life and beauty of birds. Drawn from the collections of
the California Academy of Sciences, the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at UC Berkeley, and the Western Foundation of
Vertebrate Zoology, these birds' nests from around the world offer astonishing insight into the intricate detail wrought by nature's
most fastidious architects. Lovely images of nests and eggs are set against rich black backgrounds, and are accompanied by
fascinating and informative portraits—conveyed through words and illustrations—of the birds that built them. A beautiful volume,
Nests is the perfect gift for birders, bird lovers, and anyone captivated by the fleeting and fascinating splendor of the natural world.
Get ready for the journey of a lifetime...up in the sky! Bird's Eye View: The Natural World takes you on an amazing, fact-filled aerial
journey around the world with stunning views of its landscapes, and the animals and plants that live in them. Three of the twelve
soaring panoramas fold out on each side to create fabulous double-wide vistas. Discover the incredible natural world as you float
over: The Florida Everglades Tropical South America Coral islands in the Pacific Ocean Uluru rock in Australia China's magical
Guilin Hills The Central Asian steppe The Himalayas The African Serengeti A Welsh river Northern Scandinavia Sea cliffs of the
Irish coast French countryside Each gorgeous spread introduces a new region from above, with text describing its key geological
features and inhabitants. Along the bottom of the page, illustrations identify a selection of the location's animals and plants, and a
globe pinpoints where it is on the map. Included in the scenes is evidence of the damage that humans can do, like oil pollution in
the Arctic ocean and deforestation in the Amazon. Join the great white egret as you fly over the Everglades and the whooper
swans as you soar over the Arctic. Spot the gray reef sharks swimming the lagoon of a coral atoll, the red kangaroos bounding
across the Australian desert, the herds of wildebeest migrating across the Serengeti, and the snow leopard prowling the foothills of
the Himalayas. Look at the world differently, with a bird's eye view.
A new product from the illustrator of Bird Bingo. Christine Berrie'scolourful bird illustrations will inspire city dwellers to look out for
their favourite species amid the urban bustle. With 50 bird stickers provided, you can stick in the birds you have seen in your
garden or around town, and learn about them through interesting facts written by a leading ornithologist. Includes space for your
own notes and observations.
Show off your best animal-tracking skills in this brilliant matching game. The task is to match 25 tracks to their animal owners. Has an
elephant just crossed your path or was it an echidna? Can you track down a coyote, make out the trail of a peacock, and recognize the pawPage 3/8
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print of a panda? Beat your opponents by making as many matches as you can!
Which has the widest wingspan, a California Condor or a Magnificent Frigatebird? Which lives longest, a Wandering Albatross or an Emperor
Penguin? This avian trump game rates 32 birds by criteria including Clutch Size, Rarity, and Courtship Display. Find out who's first in the
pecking order with these 32 beautifully illustrated trump cards.
The Budgerigar is arguably Australia's best-known bird. At the same time, it is so ubiquitous that not everyone knows that it is Australian. Nor
do many realise that the multicoloured bird that comes to mind--not to mention today's super-sized, extravagantly coiffed show budgie--is as
different from the free-living original as a chihuahua from a wolf. Far from the cosy domestic lives our pet budgies live today, the native
budgerigar has lived millennia of boom-bust cycles in the arid inland of Australia. Life was often short; if they were not fodder for predators,
they starved or had to struggle their way to districts closer to the coast. For the Warlpiri and their Arrernte neighbours around Alice Springs,
the Budgerigar (in its ancestral form) was a totem animal, featuring in art, ceremonies, songlines and legends. Since 1840, when ornithologist
John Gould took living specimens to London, this little parrot has been on a remarkable journey. The Budgerigar was Australia's first mass
export; its story includes British queens and nobles, Japanese princes and Hollywood stars. It has won the hearts of British spies and world
leaders, including Churchill, Stalin and Kennedy. Taking the reader from the Dreamtime to the colonial live bird trade, the competitive culture
of the showroom and today's thriving wild flocks, Flight of the Budgerigar is the authoritative history of the Budgerigar, written by respected
ornithologist Dr Penny Olsen, and lavishly illustrated in full colour.
Tried nagging, shouting, taking away screen time, but with no success? Dr Amber Elliott explains why children who have experienced early
trauma need something different - therapeutic parenting - a kind of everyday 'superparenting' which champions empathy over punishment.
Trying to parent children who have trauma-triggered behaviours is tough, and none of us are perfect. Taking this as a starting point, Dr Elliott
provides you with a ten-step process to transform your parenting. From developing self-acceptance and ideas for building motivation through
to creative ways to think about structure and routine, the book combines principles with practical advice and exercises you can try out at
home. Working together, you and your child can discover the secrets of superparenting and overcome trauma-triggered behaviours!
Mozaa is a colorful combination between domino and mosaic. It is the edge matching game that brings out the artist in you. The box contains
sixy-four cards, which all have a unique color combination. Take a playing card from the stack and place it next to the cards on the table, in
such a way that the colors on the edges match. The one who creates the most and largest color fields wins the game.
Each of the two novellas is narrated by a young woman who is in some way betrayed by, or the betrayer of, romantic love.
This new extended edition of Story of Life is the perfect gift for those with a love of the natural world. Wander the galleries - open 365 days a
year - and discover a collection of curated exhibits on every page, accompanied by informative text. Each chapter features key species from
a different geological era with fantastic new artwork from Katie Scott.

A SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Vibrant, fascinating, poetic - a year in living things: all the things we love, all the things
we wish we could, all the little things we step over and never know - the best of British wildlife from two superb naturalists
and writers' CHRIS PACKHAM From blackbirds, beavers and beetles to tawny owls, natterjack toads and lemon slugs.
Every day of the year, winter or summer, in every corner of the British Isles, there's plenty to see if you know where - and
how - to look. From encounters with the curious black redstart, which winters on our rocky coasts, to the tiny green
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snowdrop shoots that are the first sign that spring might be round the corner. And from the blossom-time and dawn
choruses of April and May into the abundant noisiness of summer, where days start with hawker dragonflies and drowsy
bumblebees and end with glow-worms and ghost moths; to autumn when in the early morning mist of London's
Richmond Park male red deer lock horns in competition for a mate. Nature is always full of surprises - whether it's the
strange behaviour of clothes moths or the gruesome larder of the strike. Distilling two lifetimes' knowledge, expert insight
and enthusiasm, award-winning authors and passionate naturalists Brett Westwood and Stephen Moss take us through
the year, day by day, sharing the unexpected delights that we can experience in our skies, beaches, rivers, fields, forests
and back gardens. There are all kinds of adventures waiting on your doorstep, any day of the year, all you need is
Wonderland.
Let your imagination take flight and celebrate the beauty and diversity of birds throughout art, science, history, and
culture Bird: Exploring the Winged World presents a visually stunning survey of birds, chronicling their scientific and
popular appeal throughout the ages and around the world. Showcasing the remarkable diversity of species, from tiny
hummingbirds to ostriches taller than humans, and icebound penguins to tropical macaws, this extraordinary book
includes renowned and lesser-known ornithological illustrations and artwork of all styles. Arranged in thoughtfully paired
juxtapositions, it reveals how artists, illustrators, ornithologists, and photographers - from ancient Egypt to the present have captured the spirit, likeness, character, and symbolism of birds. Bird is the latest instalment in Phaidon's bestselling
and much-loved Explorer Series, building on the success of Map, Plant, Flower, Animal, Anatomy, and Universe - each of
which provides a unique focus on a globally appealing subject area.
Play bingo with a huge Giganotosaurus, a Pachycephalosaurus with its crash-helmet head, an armour-plated
Stegosaurus, and many other fearsome dinosaurs--some familiar and some rather unusual--in this fun and engaging take
on the classic game. Easy to play and full of weird and wonderful creatures, Dinosaur Bingo will engage and delight
children for hours. It can be played with 3-8 people, making it the perfect game for dino-mad children and their families.
Dinosaur Bingo contains 48 chips and a cardboard dino head to store them in, a game board, eight double-sided bingo
cards, and Jurassic counters for you to mark up your card.
Bird BingoLaurence King Publishing
When it comes to breaking down barriers for women in the workplace, Ruth Bader Ginsburg's name speaks volumes for
itself--but, as she clarifies in the foreword to this long-awaited book, there are too many trailblazing names we do not
know. Herma Hill Kay, former Dean of UC Berkeley School of Law and Ginsburg's closest professional colleague, wrote
Paving the Way to tell the stories of the first fourteen female law professors at ABA- and AALS-accredited law schools in
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the United States. Kay, who became the fifteenth such professor, labored over the stories of these women in order to
provide an essential history of their path for the more than 2,000 women working as law professors today and all of their
feminist colleagues. Because Herma Hill Kay, who died in 2017, was able to obtain so much first-hand information about
the fourteen women who preceded her, Paving the Way is filled with details, quiet and loud, of each of their lives and
careers from their own perspectives. Kay wraps each story in rich historical context, lest we forget the extraordinarily
difficult times in which these women lived. Paving the Way is not just a collection of individual stories of remarkable
women but also a well-crafted interweaving of law and society during a historical period when women's voices were often
not heard and sometimes actively muted. The final chapter connects these first fourteen women to the "second wave" of
women law professors who achieved tenure-track appointments in the 1960s and 1970s, carrying on the torch and
analogous challenges. This is a decidedly feminist project, one that Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg advocated for tirelessly
and admired publicly in the years before her death.
A stunning exhibition of national dress from around the world, curated and beautifully illustrated by Chilean illustrator,
Maya Hanisch. Explore how traditional dress is an important part of a region's identity and the meaning behind the
intricate details and symbols they feature. This book will take readers on a colourful journey around the world, visiting 30
different countries.
Truth qualities of journalism are under intense scrutiny in today's world. Journalistic scandals have eroded public
confidence in mainstream media while pioneering news media compete to satisfy the public's appetite for news. Still
worse is the specter of "fake news" that looms over media and political systems that underpin everything from social
stability to global governance. This volume aims to illuminate the contentious media landscape to help journalism
students, scholars, and professionals understand contemporary conditions and arm them to deal with a spectrum of new
developments ranging from technology and politics to best practices. Fake news is among the greatest of these
concerns, and can encompass everything from sarcastic or ironic humor to bot-generated, made-up stories. It can also
include the pernicious transmission of selected, biased facts, the use of incomplete or misleadingly selective framing of
stories, and photographs that editorially convey certain characteristics. This edited volume contextualizes the current
"fake news problem." Yet it also offers a larger perspective on what seems to be uniquely modern, computer-driven
problems. We must remember that we have lived with the problem of people having to identify, characterize, and
communicate the truth about the world around them for millennia. Rather than identify a single culprit for disseminating
misinformation, this volume examines how news is perceived and identified, how news is presented to the public, and
how the public responds to news. It considers social media's effect on the craft of journalism, as well as the growing role
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of algorithms, big data, and automatic content-production regimes. As an edited collection, this volume gathers leading
scholars in the fields of journalism and communication studies, philosophy, and the social sciences to address critical
questions of how we should understand journalism's changing landscape as it relates to fundamental questions about the
role of truth and information in society.
The bestselling RSPB Handbook of British Birds is the most comprehensive reference for birdwatchers of all levels of interest and
experience. Now in its fifth edition, it remains the most accessible field guide to more than 300 bird species likely to be
encountered in Britain and Ireland. Alongside artworks depicting all common plumages, the detailed text describes each bird's
behaviour, habitat, voice, breeding biology, longevity and seasonal movements, as well as other useful information. The guide also
includes UK population trends and up-to-date distribution maps. Completely revised and updated, this fifth edition also features
new artwork and comparison spreads, additional rarities, the most recent taxonomic order, as well as each species' conservation
status, a summary of the threats UK species are currently facing and details of what conservationists are doing to help.
This book presents a snapshot of the most interesting curatorial practices in the art world today. There is an emphasis on the
"now": the introduction sketches in the development of curatorial practices since the 1980s but the shows under scrutiny in the
following 25 case studies have all taken place in the last few years. The selected exhibitions – chosen by an expert panel of
curators – run the global gamut, from Europe and the US through Africa and the Middle East to China, and illustrate the particular
challenges for curators working in both the commercial and public sectors. Large-scale shows and pop-up exhibits, permanentcollection rehangs and art fairs all have a place here. Each highly illustrated case study is structured around an interview with the
curator responsible for the show. The text both tells the story of the show's making and fills in background information about the
curator's work, resulting in an accessible guide to contemporary curating.
Where I Find Myself is the first major single book retrospective of one of America's leading photographers. It is organized in
inverse chronological order and spans the photographer's whole career to date: from Joel Meyerowitz's most recent picture all the
way back to the first photograph he ever took. The book covers all of Joel Meyerowitz's great projects: his work inspired by the
artist Morandi, his work on trees, his exclusive coverage of Ground Zero, his trips in the footsteps of Robert Frank across the US,
his experiments comparing color and black and white pictures, and of course his iconic street photography work. Joel Meyerovitz
is incredibly eloquent and candid about how photography works or doesn't, and this should be an inspiration to anyone interested
in photography.
This family-friendly game is packed with ocean creatures for hours of bingo fun. Includes such favorites as the emperor penguin,
sea otter, killer whale, and Pacific seahorse as well as lesser known sea inhabitants like the yellow-bellied sea snake and the
bioluminescent octopus. Boasting 64 weird, wonderful, and beautiful species, Ocean Bingo is filled with fun facts and glorious
illustrations that are guaranteed to delight aquatic afficionados. Mark each species off on your card as it's called and be the first to
shout BINGO!
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Twenty-four realistic, full-color paper bird models couldn't be easier to make, and they really fly! Simply press along perforations,
fold, and add a penny for weight. Includes Eastern Meadowlark, Baltimore Oriole, Western Tanager, many others.
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